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Music
Use different instruments for different part 
of the story to make soundscapes, play 
singly, in pairs or ensemble.
Explore rhythms on body and with 
percussion…tapping, clip clopping, rain 
splashing, explore dynamics and tempo
What emotions are there in the story… 
how can we express this musically?
Explore structure - same sound at 
beginning and end of piece.
How could I notate the story to I can 
remember is musically?

P.E.
Dance the story,
Animal and elemental forms movement.
Picking up things with chopsticks
Play Dragon tag basically ‘join-up-it’ - the 
head can have ‘flames’ to tag with.
Play Chinese hop - for 8 and over. Each 
player has a staff about 45cm long. Divide 
into two teams. Each team lays out a 
ladder of staffs and stands at on end. On 
Go! the first team member hops between 
staffs to the end of the ladder, pick up last 
staff and hops back to tag the next 
member until finished.

PSHE
Discussions:
What is power?
What is happiness? 
Can you ever be happy?
Why do we need to be happy?
Play this:
Rock paper scissors in pairs..best of 
three…looser then cheers on winner by 
name, who plays another winner. Winner 
of that round then takes all cheerers 
along to play another winner until the 
over-all winner is cheered (back into 
class for example)

R.E
What religions are there in China?
What similarities and differences are 
there to other global religions?
Are there any other stories like it  
elsewhere? Enquire - find out more,
What concepts are dealt with in the 
story? - Apply them to real life situations.
Share what has been found out
Evaluate and reflect personally, 
How can I integrate the learning or 
message of the story into my life? Can 
philosophical or spiritual perspectives on 
life bring us increased happiness?

Science
Describe physical properties of rocks, 
water, wind, creatures.
Name three different types of rock.
What kinds of materials can you carve, hat 
with and how?
Weather - changes, seasons - what would it 
be like in Winter?
Relative density:Weights of rock cw water 
cw clouds
Explain water cycle. How winds are formed
Compare and group solid liquids and gases
Identify air and water resistance and friction
Explain how mixtures can be separated 
through filtering serving and evaporating. 

English
Re-tell the story orally.
Re-tell the story in your own way with 
different characters. Work in groups of 
four to each tell the next part of the story, 
in carousel fashion to make 4 new 
stories.
Identify themes and ideas in the story.
Develop the character, setting or 
atmosphere in the story.
Find out the etymology of some of the 
words like stone, carving, China, power, 
happiness

Cooking/Food science
Is there such a thing as traditional 
Chinese food?
What might someone living in the 
mountains in China eat?
Can I cook noodle soup?
Can I eat with chopsticks?

Computing
Internet search - what religions are there 
in China, 
Find a mountain pass on Google maps.
Who is Huang Yulong?
Watch stone carving videos
How are mountains formed?
What are the greatest rivers in China?
 

Art & Design
Illustrate the tale in an art book or journal.
Make a model of the story or parts of the  
story with found natural objects.
Make a storyline using a long stick and 
place objects to represent elements of the 
story along it. Use lego men to walk and 
talk through the story along the stick.
Make a picture frame with sticks and 
illustrate it with a scene from the story
Carving - try carving chalk lumps, frozen 
balloons of water or soil mixed with PVA 
and dried into blocks (see in depth activity.
Learn about a famous stone carver.

Geography
Where is China - what other landscapes 
are there in China?
Find a mountain pass in China.
Measure the rain for a week.
Make a wind rose diagram
Study Water Cycles and Weathering
What is the highest pass in the world and 
where is it?
Find out about glass bridges and 
mountain walkways in china.
Where is the largest Buddha in China?
What quarries are known as providing 
stone for sculpture in your area?

Modern Languages
Learn some simple greetings and 
everyday words in Chinese
and also in other languages:
• feelings words.
• weather words
• animal words.

Maths
Imagine the cost of some goods the 
merchant is carrying…what were they 
bought for, what are his travel and shop hire 
costs, and how much he will need add on in 
% to make a profit?
Relative density:Weights of rock cw water 
cw clouds
Learn to interpret a wind rose diagram or 
seasonal rainfall chart.
How do we express force and power of a 
blow… how would chisel size affect the 
delivery of power to an area?
Can we measure happiness? Make up an 
equation of happiness and discuss.

History
When did humans start carving stone 
images? 
Summarise ancient history and dynasties 
in China.
Explore the history of The Silk Road
When did China start to trade?
When did China become a republic?

Design/Materials/Tech
What tools can I use to carve stone?
Can I draw an annotated drawing of the 
stone carver at work and his tools to explain 
what he is doing?
Can I generate an appealing carving 
myself? 
Can I make prototypes and progress my 
ideas?
What kinds of materials could I carve?

The Stone Cutter and 
the circle of power.

Asian tale of unknown 
authorship in which an 
envious stone carver 
wishes he can be the 
most powerful thing in the 
land…
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